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SALUTE TO TUE FLAG.

DEMOCRACY AND WAR
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(Cla'SS or group rxerciscs may easily be nrrangcd by ns•igniog to each pupil a s,•l<'ction or
quotation. Every program 8hould include trihute~ to tho Flag, Lin Min. noel our \'<'ternns ,)

THE CuALLENOE

Across the sea a challengE> came
With roar of guns and flash of flame!
'Twixt Might and Right the line was drawn
And freedom's last great fight was on!
America that challenge heard;
Her answer all the world hu.s stirred!
Seel Streaming on the winds of France
Her flag and allied flags advance!
Nor will those allied flags l>e furled
Till freedom triwnphs through the world.-H. 1'. Suddrith.
The timl'I has come to conquer or submit. For us there is but one choice. We hav<'
mnde it.-Pruidenl Wilson.

MmnT AND R,anT
• If Might made Right, life were a wild beasts' cage;
If Right made Might. this were the golden age;
But now, until we win the long campaign,
Right must gain l\Iight to conquer and to reign.-Henry Vari Dyke.
THE PRI!.CE 01" PEACE

Peace without Justice is a low estate,A coward cringing to an iron Fate!
But Peace through Justice is the great ideal,We'll pay the price to make it real.-llenry Van Dyke.
THE TASK OF DEMOCRACY

"To make the world safe for democracy."
"To prove demor•r~cy is safe for the world."
"To make sure thnt government of the people, by the people, for the people shall not
perish from the earth."
_Sixty thousan<l <'opies or this program have been issued for thll use or the schools.

llrpartnunt of Qebucatton
State of Rhode Island

GRAND ARMY FLAG DAY
COMMISSIONER'S MESSAGE

To the Boy~ and Uirfa of Wwdt /,,/mu., &hool- .
S in past year~, you keep tin~ duy in homnge of your countr_y's flag, in
memory of Abraham Linroln, in honor of the Gr:uul .\rmy of the
Repuhlic; hut the loyal deed~ :ind heroic ~acrificcs of patriot.~ in
the past are yow· lc~sons for the living present. At this critit·a! t;me
•

of your country's hist0ry, tht> Flag still speaks of the ble~~ings or liberty and
protection, but more anrl more urgently it calls u,. :ill, old and young, to active
service in deferu;e of flag and country.
Since the world war began, you have oh~crved Flag Day three timr.:; in t.he
,.eeming security or your own country, while many frir,ndly lands were wa:;ted by the
savnge cruelty of an in1plo.cable enemy and while, against our hopes, war wa.s constantly coming nearer ~md nearer to u,., );ow, for the first time in your lives, you
keep Flng Day when your country iti at war nnd is culling upon you to help win
in her new war for liberty, human rights and democrntie civilization. On this day,
then, you are to pledge yourselves to thi!! cnuse, the same for which patriots long
ago pledged "tlwir live;., their fortun~, and their sacred lionor,"' and for which
at n later time mnny p;ave "the last full measure or 1heir devotion." Our country
needs your help, 1,oy:s and girls of Rhode Islnnd, i:, : he pre~ent struggle to make
safe "govrrnment of the people, by the people, for tlw peopk" ,\gain, i11 the name
of liberty, it seems that
"He has sounded forth the trumpet that shall never call retreat;
Ile is sifting out the hearts of men before l lis judgment seat."
That you may better undertitand why our peace-loving (·ountry has been forced
to enter the world war 1md why she is again fighti11g for all the ~Ull'S and Stripes

mean t-0 you, I am scndi11g you many new ~elections which expres.s the meaning and
i:-.sues of great evPnts that are taking: place and tcaC'h ,\.mcrican irlcals of democracy,
humanity, and things dearer than lifP. Tlwy nlso show the part of the school in
war nnd sugge;;t. how c\·ery boy and girl may do so111ethinc: for our country with
the s:une spirit that ha.,; led older school boys to France.
Even ns everyone, old and young, is affected by the war, ~o it becomes the duty
·or everyone to do his part to carry it on to tt victorious end; for victory alone will
insure the seew·ity of our lives, fortunes a11d honor. and ma.kc frre governmr,nt
,afe throughout the world,
WALTER K RANGER,
Commissioner of Puhlu School.~ .

Liberty Enlight<>ning the :world

I. " LIBERTY ENLIGHTENING THE WORLD "
Thou warden of tht> western gate, nhove l\Ianhattan Uay,
The fogs of douht that hid thy face are drivt>n cllalln away:
Thine eyes at last look far and clear, thou liftcst high thy hand
To spread the li1d1t of lil,erty world-wide for every land.
No more thou dreamest of a pence reserved alone for thee,
While friends are fighting for thy cnlL~e beyond the guardian sen:
The battle that they wage is thine; thou fallcst if they fall;
The swollen flood of Prui;sian pride will sweep unchecked o'er all.
0 cruel is the conquer-lust in IIohenzollern brains:
The paths they plot to gain their p;oal are dark with shameful stains:
No faith they keep. no law revere, no god but nnked r.lip;ht;They are the foemen of mankind. Up, Liberty, and smite!
Britain, and France, and Italy, and Russia newly born,
Have waited for thee in the night. Oh, come ns comes the morn!
Serene und strong and full of faith, America, nri~,
With ateady hope and mighty help to join thy brave Allies.
0 dearest country of my heart, home of the high desire,
Make dt'nn thy ~011I for sai-rifice on Freedom's ultar-fire:
For thou must suffer, thou tnll!'t fight, until the war-lords·cease,
And all the peopl~ lift their heads in liherty and peaee.-Henr11 Van Dyke
The hip;hest !!tatue in the world stands on a little island in New York Harbor looking
out towards Europe. It ia 151 feet high and the torch at the top is 305 f()(•t ahove the
water. Forty pernons can stand inside the hend of the ~tatue. The arm thut holds the
torch is so big that a stair c:use is built insidl'. The fir,t finger is ~C\'en ket lonp;.
But it is not the bigness of the Statue of I.ibcrty that makes Americans proud of it.
It is what that stntue means. France gave it to us. The Frenc·h people, after a hundred years of sufTering, struirgle one! bloodshed and a terrible war with Prtt'!Sia, became
a republic. They remembered the great symp:ithy of their fori•fnthers for us when we
were becoming o. republic, and they remembered that the hundredth birthday of Amrrican Independence was just taking pince. '!'hey wnnte,l to ehow to America that the
two nation5 are brothers, united by love and liberty.
Longfellow, the poet, and Sumnn, the stau-sman, cneourngrd l\Ion.sieur Bartholdi
to lend his skill to the building of the statue. FrPnch people, l'irh and poor, were eap;er
to give the $400,000 that it cost. Americans gladly subsc•rihed $300,000 for the pedestal.
It was unveiled in 1886 at a memornble cen-monv with wnrship~ firing salutes and statesmen of both countries making speeches.
This grand statue of "Liberty Enlightening the World" is the figure of a womnn
bearin,t in one hand a tnhlet with the word~ "July 4, 1776," and with the other hnnd
holding up a torch with a (tl'l'nt light shininp; from it.
The light from the torch of the Statue of Liberty shines acros~ the ocean toward th!'
older countries calling to those in lc.«.q fortunate lands to come to Ameri<'o. where the)~
can be froo men and women. It lights uo the hea\·ens with a glow that tell<i all the world
that America is rternally devoted to the rnu~1; of dm1ocracy and freedom It ~end~
out the message that the two republics, France and the United States, Rtnnd together
now and forever shoulder to shoulder to protl'rt the riichts of 1111m.-From Rugk Culls of
Liberty.
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America, My Country.
THE NEW NATIONAL ANTHEM.
JENS K. GRONDAHL.

E. F. MAETZOLD.
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l. A - nwr-i-ca, my ,·oun-try, I com" at thy call, I plight thee my troth and I give the!' my all: In
2. A - mer-i-ca, my <·oun-try,br..1 1oals r,mthcc birth,Theyy1carned for a ha - ,•en of frt•P-dom on earth: And
3. A - mor-i-ra, my 1·oun-1 ry,now com" is thy hour, Tho Lor<lofho~t.,countdon thy courage Rnd pow'r;Hu-
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peace or in ·ar l am wed to thy weal- I'll
car - ry thy !lag thru the tin• and the stelll. t:11whcn thy proud flai.: to tho win,ls was un-furl,•d, Th..re 1·ame to thy shores the O(lpregsed of the world. Thy
man - i - ty ('leads for th" strength of thy h:inrl, I..est lib - <•~ - ty per • i~h on st>a and on land. Thou
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America, My Country.-2.
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II. THE NATIONAL FLAG
The birthday of the stars an<l stripes w:u; June 14, l 7Ti.
During the Revolutionary War the army carried only the colors of the States to
which the troops belonged and not the national flag.
~Jany hold to the views that the Xational Flag borrowed the stripes from the ensign
raised by John Paul .Jones on the" Alfred" on December 3, 1775, and the stnrs from
the colonial hnnner of Hhode Ishrnd.-National Geor1raphic Mar1a?:ine.
THE STARS AND STRIPES
Float thou makstically,
Proudly, triumphantly,1
Ever protectingly
Flag of the free.
~,
No fon our faith shall blight
[n thy unconquered might,
Emblem of truth an.-J right,
We bow to the<.c

0 flag of my:country, now honored ofar,
How bright through thy blue comes the
gleam of each star!
How kindly the light of thy noonday is shed,
How pure is the white! How courageous th e
red!

As in grim days of yore-Now on a hostile shore,

b<'eu;
'Tis a record of hope and of valor of menI read in thy hues what my country shall be,
$till right in its might; ,till ''The Land of
thP. Free."

Fulfil thy pledg«- once more.
Red, white and blue.
Long us thy statdy baro
And hcnven's reflected Rtars,
Dishonor never mars,
Wi; will be true.
Provo to the waiting world,
When free men are assailed,
Our standard is unfurled,
For ju~tice still.
Strengthen us lest we fall
Inspiring one and all,
Urging thy righteous call,
Under God's will.-Frar,ci8 T. Smith.

I read in thy folds what my country bath

O fling out thy folds, blessed Emblem of

Worth,

Ti\l the light of thy stars shall encircle the
Parth;
Wave on till the world with thy message resounds,

Birth knows no distinction and freedom
no bounds.
-Ployd D. Raze.

Why do I love our flag? Ask why
Flowers love the sunshine. Or, ask why
The needle turns with eager eye
Toward the great stars in northern sky.

I love Old Glory, for it waved
\\ here loyal hcarl,i the Unum ~11V('d.
l love it, since it shelters me
.\.nd all most dear, from sea to sea.
l love it, for it bravely flies
ln freedom's cause, 'neath foreign skies.
I love it for its blessed cheer,
Its starry hopes and scorn of fear;
For good achieved and good to be
To us and to humanity.
It is the people's banner bright,
Forever guiding toward the light;
l·'oe of the tyrant, friend of right,
Go<l give it leadership and might!-Edward A. Horton.

9
A SONG FOR THE FLAG
Here is my love to you, flag of the free, and flag of the tried and true,
Here is my Jove to your streaming stripes and your stars in a field of blue!
Here is my love to your silke~ folds wherever they wave on high,
For you are the flag of a land for which 'twere sweet for a man to die!
Green though the banners my fathers bore in the days of their ancient wars,
Men of my race, full many, have died for the banner of Stripes and Stars,
Hearing the green, my fathers battled and bled in the olden fray, ·
But you, 0 beautiful flag of the free, are the flag of our hearts to-day!
So with the myriad races of men who, leaving the past behind,
Give to the land of their manhood's choice allegiance of heart, and mind.
Laboring ever with hand or brain, the nation they help to build,
For you, 0 beautiful flag, are to them the sign of a hope fulfilled!
Native or foreign are all as one when cometh the day of strife.
What is the dearest gift we can give for the flag but a human life?
Native or foreign are all the same when the heart's blood reddens the earth,
And native or foreign, 'tis love like this is the ultimate test of our worth!
Native or immigrant, he~e is the task to which we must summon our powers:
Ever unsullied to keep the flag in peace as in war's wild hours.
Selfishness. narrowness, graft, and greed and the evil that hates the light,All these are foes of the flag to-day; all these we must face and fight.
Symbol of hope to me and mine and to all who aspire to be free,
Ever your golden stars may shine from the east to the western sea;
Ever your golden stars may shine, and ever your stripes may gleam,
To lead us on from the deeds we do to the greater deeds that we dream.
Here is our love to you, flag of the free, and flag of the tried and true;
Here is our love to your streaming stripes and your stars in a field of blue;
Native or foreign, we're children all of the land over which you fly,
And, native or foreign, we love the land for which it were sweet to die.
-Denis A. McCarthy .
,\round the bits of varicolored bunting which the people of each land nominate as a
national flag, there cluster thoughts of loyalty, of patriotism, and of personal sacrific<'
which have enabled the world to move forward, from the days when each individual
~truggled for himself alone, like other wild animals of plain and mountain side, until,
through community of interests and unity of effort, mankind hns been enabled to rear
the splendid structure of the twentieth century civilization.
In the present world struggle, in which the United States of America is now engaged,
we of this land hold to the ideals represented in the history and the promise of the Stars
:md Stripes-the ideals of life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness safeguarded for all
mankind.
Flags symbolize the noble aspira.tions and glorious achievements of the human rac!';
t lwy epitomize the romance of history; they incarnate the chivalry of the ages.
-Gilbert Gros,,enor,

" OLD GLORY"
Our flag, now floating from a.II the principal buildings and many private dwelling!< of
the United States, is generally called "Old Glory." Many people ask "Who gave
'Old Glory' its name?" and very few can answer the Cjuestion.
Eighty-six years ago, a ship, called the "Charlie Doggett," lay in the harbor of Salem,
Massachusetts, ready to be taken on a voyage around the world by her young captain,
William Driver. This was a daring feat in those days, and so nearly all the people of
Salem were at the harbor to watch the vessel's departure and wish a happy voyage to
her boyish captain and the crew. The women of the town presented the captain with
a fine, large flag for his vessel. When the flag was flung to the breeze, Captain Driver
exclaimed enthusiastically, "Long live Old Glory, mates!" And after that, he never
called it any other name.
For four yea.rs "Old Glory" floated from the "Charlie Do~ett," and the sewing of
the New England women braved many a wind and storm, and at last returned to the
Salem harbor. The Pffiple of Salem were very happy at the return of the ship for many
had relatives aboard her.
After hls return, Captain Driver went south toNa.~hville, Tenn., to live. He carried "Old
Glory" with him, for be cherished it as his dearest possession. Then the Civil War broke
out and "Old Glory" was in peril. But the brave old Union man still persisted in han~ng
out the flag on National holidays. The Confederates of Nashville wanted to get hold of
that flag, and Captain Driver knew it, and realized that "Old Glory" must be hidden.
So one night, after dark, Captain Driver stole a.long the shadowy streets with the
flag, and brought it to the house of his friend, Mr. Bailey. The two men folded the
flag the size of a bed-quilt, and Mr. Bailey's two daughters, Mary and Patience, covered
the flag with quilt goods, and sewed it, working late into the night. The old captain
took it home and slept under it. A little later, the Confederates came, and searched the
house thoroughly. but they did not find the flag.
When at last the Northern troops took command of Nashville, Captain Driver
marched with the soldiers to the State House. When the flag used by the soldiers as
a regimental flag, was put up, it looked too small on the high building. Captain Driver
offered "Old Glory," and he went home, escorted by soldiers, to get it. The flag was
taken out of the quilt, and once more flung to the breeze.
Captain Driver died in 1886, and "Old Glory" came into possession of his niece, who
presented it to the Essex Institute, Salem, Massachusetts.-Frances Egan, Grade VITI,
St. Mary'a School, N ewpqrt.
THE OLD FLAG FOREVER

She's up there-Old Glory- where lightnings are sped;
She dazzles the nations with ripples of red;
And she'll wave for us living, or droop o'er us deadThe flag of our country forever!
She's up there-Old Glory-how bright the stars gleam!
And the stripes like red signals of liberty stream!
And we dare for her, living, or dream the last dream
'Neath the flag of our country forever!
She's up there-Old Glory-No tyrant.-dealt scars
Nor blur on her brightness, no stain on her stars!
The brave blood of heroes hath crimsoned her bars,
She's the flag of our country forever!-fi'mnk L. Stanl.on.
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THE STAR -SPANGLED BANNER
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Oh, say, can you see, bythedo,wn'sear-ly light, What so proudly wehail'd at the
On t.hcshorc dimly seen thro' thcmislsof the deeµ, Where the foe's haughty host in dread
And where is that band who so vaunting- ly swore, That the hav - oc of war and the
Oh, thus be it ev - er when freemen shall stand Be-tween their loved home and wild
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twilight's last gleaming, Whose broad stripes and brightstars,thro' the per-ii - ous fight, O'er the
si - Jenee re - po - ses, What is that which the breeze, o'e rthe tower - ing steep, As it,
bat-tie's con-fu-sion, A home and a c1un-try shouldleaveus nomore? Their
war's des - o - la• tion; Blest with vict'ry and peace, may the heav'n-rescued land Praise the
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ram-parts we watch'd, were so gal- lant-ly streaming? And the rockets' red glare, t.hc bombs
fit - ful - ly blows, half conceals, half dis- clos- es·? Now it catch~ the gleam of the
blood ha,s wash'd out their foul footsteps' pol- Ju - tion. No re-fuge could save
the
pow'r that hath made and prcscrv'd us a na- tionl Then conq_ucr we must, when our
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hurst-ing in air, Gave proof thro' the night that our flag was still there, Oh, ~ay does th:it,
morning's first heam, In full glo- ry rc-flcclred, now shines on t.hc stream :'Ti~ th<' star-span-glerl
hirl'ling and Hlave From the tl'r- rot· of flight or the gloom of the grave': And the star-Rpan-gl<'cl
cau~c it is just, And this be our mot-to: "In God is our tru;,t!"Au<l thl'star-span-gle.t
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OUR FLAG
There's no row,d stripe upon it
And no shamn is written on it,
AH the blood that's in its r,imson
1" thP blood of m,inhoo<l triie;
There's no ha,m and brutal glory
Woven sadly in its story.
It's a hrigbt flag, and a right flag,
And the flag for me and you.

lt'A the flag without a fetter;
It's the flag of manho<>d hdtPr,
It ha~ nev~r done a mean thing,
Never waved above 1t hrnte;
Greed and hate is nevl'r shielded,
Unto wrong it never yi<:>ldcd,
It's a fine flag, a divine flag
That in reverence we salute.

It's tha ting of 1111 thP itlory
That is written in man's ~tory;
It's the emblem of hi• frot'dom
And the hope of m<:>n oppressed;
It asks no disgroC<'ful duty,
Never stains with shame it!! beauty.
It's a puro flag, and a sure Bug,
It is our flug ano the bPst.
-TM Amn-i<:an B01/,

The Xatioual Geographic .Magazine £or October, 1917, de:icrihes the early flu~ of
Rhode Island, from which the St,us in the Xationnl flag were taken, as follows:
"Fnshioncd from white silk with thirteen stm;:i on a cnnton of blue and showing a
blue anchor surmounted by the motto of the Stnte, "Hope," on the center of the field,
this regimental banner of Rhode Isl:md ensily t:1k<'.s high r:1nk as :1n attractive flag;
nor L'I it lacking in intel'C:3ting historic associations. Carried safely through the inten,w
struir;gle of Brandywine, at Trenton, nnd nt Yorktown, it now rests in the State House
at Providence, mute witno.q,~ to the heroism of those who bore it to finnl victory."

THE FLAG ON THE FARM
We've r1tised a flagpole on the farm
And flung Old Glory to thl' sky,
And it's anothl'r touch of charm
Th11t seems to cheer tho pagscr-by,
But more than that, no mattrr wher<'
\VP're laboring. in wood and field.
We tum and ace it in the air,
Our promise of a greater yield,
It whispers to us all dny long
From cl awn to dusk: "Do trno, be strong;
Who falters now with plough or hoc
Gives comfort to his country's foe."
It -ma to me I've never tried
To do 80 mut'h about thr plaeo
Or been 80 slow to come inside.
But since I've got the Fl11g to face.
Each night when I rome home to rest
I feel that [ must look up there
And l!I\Y: "Old Flng, I've donl' my best.
To-day I've tri<:>d to do mv ~hnre."
.\nd sometimes, just to cAt<'h the breeze,
I stop my work, and o'er the trees
Old Glory fairly shouts my way:
"You're shirking far too much to-day!"

Thi' hrlp have caught the apirit, too;
Tho hired man takes off his <'ap
Brfore the old red, white nnd hlue;
Thrn to th<' horses snys: "Giddap I"
And, stnrting brnvPly to tho field,
He tell~ the milkmaid by the door:
"W,.'re going to mAke the9C acres yield
'.\lore thnn thty've e,·cr done before."
ShP Rmiles to hPar his gall11nt brag,
Thi-n drops a curt""Y to the Flag.
And in her eyes there seems to shine
A patriotism that i9 fine.
We've-raised 11'fln11:Pole on the farm
Ancl flung Old Clory to the sky;
We're far n-movP<! from w11r'e alarm,
Dut rouragc hrre is nmning high.
'1.'r'rr duing thing• we never dreamed
WP'd evrr find the time to do;
Drrcls that impossible one~ BPPmPd
E11~h morning now we hurry throu1h,
The Flng now wa,·PS ahov,. our toil
Ancl dhP<ls its glory on thA ~ii;
And hoy and m1tn look up to it
,·\N if to say: "I'll do my hltl"
-Edgar A. Oue•t.
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III. THE GRAND ARMY
THE VETERANS
)!;very year they're marrhing slower,
Every year they're stooping lower,
EvPry year the lilting mnsic ,tirs the hearts of older men,
E,•ery year the Ila~~ above them
Se<'m to bond and bless and love them
As if grieving for the future when they'll ne,·er march again!
Every year that day draws nearerEvPry ycnr thio truth is clearer
That the men who snved the nation from tt,e severing Southern sword
Soon must pass away forever.
From the scene of their endeavor,
Soon must answer to the roll call of tho angel of the Lord.
Every yrar with dwindling number,
Loyal still to thoa1e that slumber,
Forth they march to wherf' 11lready many have found peace at last,
And they place the fairest blossoms
O'e1 the silent, mould'ring bosoms
Of the valiant friends and comrades of the battle.~ of the paet.
Every year grow dimmer, duller,
Tattered flag and faded color;
Every year the hands that bear them find a hard<'r task to do,
And the eyrs that only brightened
When tho blaze of battle lightened,
Like the tattered flags they follow are grown dim and faded, too.
Every year we see them massing,
Every year we watch them pa.sing,
Scarcely pau~ing in our hurry after pleasure, after gain;
But the battle Bags above th<'m
Seem to bend and bless and love them,
And through all the lilting mudic o<mnds an undertone of pain I
-Denis A. McCarth11.

THE GRAND ARMY OF THE REPUBLIC

It is fifty-two years since Appomattox, fifty-two years since the Boys in Blue put
by their arms and were reabsorbed into the civil life of the republic.
To-day they are but a little fraction of the ~ t body of trained soldiers that came
out of the tremendous trial of the Civil War and took their places quietly and naturally
in the country's routine life again.
The boy who was eighteen in 186ii is a man of seventy now. Many of his comrades
are much older than that. But there is a light in every eye as they recall the stirring
days of their far-away enlistment and see once more the Stars p.nd Stripes floating on
the winds of spring.
It is a more &ignificant flag than it was when Grant and Lee signed their articles of
peace. There were only thirty-six stars on its blue field then; now its galaxy of fortyeight proclaims an unbroken group of organized Commonwealths from ocean to ocean;
and beneath its sheltering folds are Alaska, Porto Rico, the Virgin Islands, Hawaii,
Guam, Samoa and the Philippines.
Wh, rever it has been raised aloft it has carried its message of enlightenment and
altruism. We have not sought to expioit any of our out.lying territory for our selfish
aggrandizement. We have established American institutions at Manila, Honolulu,
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Juneau and San Juan. We are preaching the gospel of democratic fair dealing in the
far corners of the earth.
The old flag is calling us now as it called the Boys in Blue when Sumter was' fired
upon. The country must be preserved to-day as it was preserved_in that dramatic
crisis. Democracy and freedom are still our national watchwords, and a splendid new
Grand Army of the Republic is coming into existence to uphold the old ideals.
We can trust the youth of 1917 as we trust¢ the youth of 1861. They are our sturdy
bulwark and defense. They have the courage, the initiative, the devotion, the capacity
for sell-sacrifice of the earlier generation. As we watch them go forth, <'-Ommitted to the
sacred task of the new day, we may thank God that the heroic blood of the tried and
tested past runs hot and fresh in their veins.
All honor to the Grand Army of the Republic!
All honor to the New Army of Libertyl-Providence Juurnal, 1917.
LIBERTY'S CHAMPIONS

It is one of the best qualities of human nature that makes us, as we enjoy the blessings of freedom of intellect, freedom of religion, freedom of action, look back with gratitude to the men who sacrificed themselves in the long struggle of the ages for these
things. Whether they be martyrs at the stake, or Cameronians in the Highlands of
Scotland, or Huguenots in the Cevennes, or lawyers pleading for justice against popular
clamor and disapproval, or brave men fighting in the defense of their country's liberty,
we are all grateful to them bel'ause our blessings came from their noble sacrifice.
My friends, so sure am I that liberty and security in this land of ours depend upon
the destruction and abandonment of the hated principle of national aggrandizement
and immorality, and the enthronement of the principles of national responsibility and
morality, that for all the countless generations to come after us in our dear land, I am
grateful with all my heart to those men who are fighting in the trenches in France and
Belgium and Russia and Italy and the Balkans to-day for the liberty and peace of my
children's children.-Elihu Root.
"Emblem and legend may fade from the portal,
Keystone may ~rumble, and pillar may fall,
They were the builders whose work is immortal,
Crowned by the dome that is over us all."
CIVIC GRATITUDE
Honor, then, to the American soldier now and forever. Honor him in sermon, and
speech. Honor him in sonnet, stanza, and epic. Honor him in the historic page. Honor
him in the unwasting forms by which art seeks to prolong his well-earned fame. Honor
the volunteer soldier who, when his work of devastation and death was ended, put
aside his armor, melting into the sea of citizenship, making no ripple of disturbance
upon its vast surface. Honor the citizen soldier of Amedca who never knew the feelings of vindictiveness and revenge.-Swi/t.
To-day the nation looks back and thanks God that, in a great crisis, the children
whom it had nurtured in peace and prosperity suddenly showed the stuff of heroes; they
were not afraid to dare and to die when the bugle rang clear a<'ross the quiet field. Whenever and however duty called. they answered with their lives. Let the nation thank
God that it still breeds the men wlio make life p:reat by service and sacrifi<'e; that ti.me
and work and pleasure and wealth have not sapped the sources of its inward strength;
that it still knows how to dare all and do all in that hour when manhood alone counts
and achieves.-The Ou.tlook.
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TENTING ON THE OLD CAMP GROUND

1.
We're tent-ingt<>-nighton the old campground, Give us a song to cheer
Our
2. We've been tenting to-night on the old camp ground, Thinking of days gone by, Of the
3.
Weare tired of war ontheoldcampground,Man - y arcdeadandgone, Of the
4. We've been fighting to-night on the old ramp ground, l\Jan-y arc ly - ing near; Some
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wea - ry hearts, a song of home. And friends we love so dear.
loved ones at home that gave us the hand, And the t~ar that said" good-bye."
brave and true who've left their homes, 0th - ers bc<>n wound-ed long.
are dead and some are dy - ing, Man - y the fall - ing tear.
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Man - y are the hearts that are wea-ry to-night, Wish-ing for the war to cease;
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Man- y are the hearts look-ing for theright, To see the dawn of peace.
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1. 2. 3. Tent- ing to-night, Tent- ing to-night, Tent-ing on the old camp ground.

4. Dy - ing to-night,

Dy - mg to-night, Dy - ing on the old camp ground.
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IV.

LINCOLN AND DEMOCRACY

"A blend of mirth and sadness, smiles and tears,
A quaint knigbt--errant of tho pioneers:
A homely hero born of star and sod;
A peasant prince; a masterpiece of God."
A study of Lincoln's life is a study of the American people-their beliefs, ideals,
achievements, and humble beginnings. He is the ~t expression of American democracy. His life is the best exposition of American history. In him were incarnate our
1-(reat national principles of freedom, fraternity, equality. In him were the virtues that
make a people great-truth, justice, and faith, humility, mercy and charity. His confidence in the people was hardly less than his belief in the right. So great was his faith
in the power of righteousness in human affairs that he never wavered in his belief in a
government by the people. So long as the name of Lincoln shall be revered, faith in
popular government will abide in human hearts and hope will brighten the humblest
lot. WaUer H. Uanger.

The color of the ground was in him, the red earth;
The tang and odor of the primal things-The rectitude and patience of the rock.-Edwin Markham.
To make claim of superhurnan goodness or wisdom or ability for Abraham Lincoln

is to belittle him-to detract from the dignity of his life and the inspiration of his ex-

ample. The reason bis name is on every lip, and that the sound of it warms every heart,
i,; that he was so human, yet lived on a higher plane than his fellows. That he freed an
enslaved race and brought a long and bitter war to an end, is impressive, but not vital
to hi.<1 greatness. The fact that counts, is that he passed through every stage of his
marvelous career, from laboring man to ruler ,~;th more than imperial power, serenely
constant to one inflexible standard of right-never a.bashed, just in act, and in sympathy a brother to mankind.-Helen Nicolay.
Lincoln, entirely without egotism, grasped the greater fact of human brotherhood,
and found interest and companionship in the fact of a common bumanity.-/d.
DEMOCRACY AS REVEALED IN THE WORDS OF LINCOLN

Liberty is your birthright.
Revolutionize •hrough the ballot box.
My rightful masters, the American people.
Trust to thl' good sense of the American people.
Let the people know the truth, and the country is safe.
This country, with all its institutions, belongs to the people who inhabit it..
No man is good enough to govern another man without that other's consent.
This government is eJq)l'essly charged with the duty of providing for the general
welfare.
Those who deny freedom t-0 otlwrs deserve it not themselves; and, undPr a just God,
cannot long r<'tain it.
Let us hn.ve faith that right makes might; and in that faith let UA to the end dare to
do our duty as we understand it.
Why should there not be a patient confidence in the ultimate justice of the people?
ls there a better or equal hope in the world?
Our government rests in public opinion. ""hoever can change public opinion can
change the government practically just so much.

Ii
::-.o men living are more worthy to be trusted than th08e who toil up from povertynone less inclined to take, or touch, aught which they have not honestly earned.
It has long been a grave question whether any government, not too strong for the
li~erties of its people, can be strong enough to maintain its existence in great emergencies.
Two principles have stood face to face from the beginning of time and will e,·er continue to struggle. The one is the common right of humanity; the other is the divine
right of kings.
The mystic cor<ls of memory, stretching from every battlefield and patriotic grave to
every living heart un<l hearthstone nil over this broad land, will yet swell the chorus of the
Union when again touched, as imrely they will be, by the better angels of our nature.
~Iy countrymen, if you have been taught doctrines conflicting with the great lan<lmarks of the Declaration of ln<lependence; if you have listened to suggestions which
would take away from its grandeur and mutilo.te the fair symmetry of its proportions;
if you have been inclined to believe that all men are not created equal in those inalienable rights enumerated by our charter of liberty, let us entreat you to come back.
Great statesmen 11!1 they (tbe Fathers of the Republic) were, they knew the tendency
of prosperity to breed tyrants, and so they e~tablished thei;e great self-evident truths,
that when in the future some men, some faction, some inter08t, should set up the doctrine that none but the rich men, none but the white men or none but Anglo-Saxou
white men were entitled to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness, their posterity
might look up again to the Declaration of Independence and take courage to renew the
battle which their fathers began, so that truth and justice and mercy and all the humane
and Christian virtues might not be extinguished from the land; so that no man would
hereafter dare to limit and circumscribe the great principles on which the temple of
liberty was being built.

LIBERTY LOAN OF 1917
TAKE THE LOAX
(\Vrittcn in May, 1861, at the outbreak of the Civil War)
Come, freemen of the land,
Come meet the great demand,
True heart and open hand,
Take the loan I
For the hopes the prophets saw,
For the swords your brother,, draw,
F<>r liberty and law
Take the loan!
Ye ladies of the land,

As ye love the gallant band,

Who have drawn a soldier's brnnd,
Take the loan!
Who would bring them what she could,
Who would give tho soldier food,
Who would staunch her brother,;' blood,
Take th~ loan!

All who saw her hosts paSI! by,
AU who joined the parti11g cry,
When we bade them do or die,
Take the loan I
As ye wished their triumph then,
As ye hope to meet again,
And to meet their ga~e as men,
Tako tho loan!
Who would press the great appeal

Of our runka or eerried stc<'I,

Put your shoulden, to the wheel,
Take the loan!
That our prayers in truth may rise,
Which we press with streaming eyes
On the Lord of earth and skies,
Take the loan!

-Edu:ard Ererett Hau.

With us law is nothing, unless close behind it stands a warm public opinion. Let
that die or grow indifferent, and statutes are waste paper, lacking all executive force.Wendell Phillip,.
Friends, th.is nation stands for equality; for justicetfor the rights of humanity; for
fair dealings among nations; for peacel-Everybodlf'a MagaziM.
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V. THE WAR FOR DEMOCRACY
You look for justice, or that gentler trait,
Sweet mercy, where such things do not exist.
Remember llelitium, France, the "Hymn of Hate,"
The murdered babes-there is a long, red list!
Then drop the foolish scales that Llind your sight!
Shake off the twining coils around you spun I
Flin,r hack your aW1wer to the beast, and fight
Until the world is free-the war is wool-Selected.
There are, it may be, many months of fiery trial and sacrifice ahead of us. It is a
fearful thing to lead this great peareful people into war, into the most terrible and disastrous of all wan, civilization itself seemin,t to be in the balance. But the right is
more precious than peace, and we shall fight for the things which we have always Citrried
nearest our hearts-for democrary, for the right of those who BUbmit to authority to
ha.ve n voice in their own governments, for the right and liberties of small nations, for a
universal dominion of right by such a concert of free peoples as shall bring peace and
~arety to all natioll!l and make the world itself at last free.
To s11ch a task we can dedicate our lives nnd our fortunes, everything that we are
and everything that we hav~, with the pride of those who know that the day has come
when AmE>rica is privileg<'d to spc-nd her blood and her might for the principlP8 that
gave her birth and happiness and the peace which she has treasured. God help her,
she can do no other.-Prom PruiJent Wilson's Me11aage,.April l,_1917.

THE NATION IN ARMS
America is in arms now to vindicate upon the battlefield the right of democracy to
exi'3t al[ainst the deniuls of autocracy.
Things have comt> to a pass in this world wherf' all mankind must choose whether the
nations of the earth are to be autocratic in their government and militnrist in their
preten!lions, or democratic in their governments and just in their pretensions.
America bas chosen-nay, she chose in 17io-that she intended to be democratic
in ht>r policies and in her government, and our whole hi.Qtory of more than 1()0 yeurs
justifies the statement that our pcoµle an> wedded and de\·oted to the idea of in~rnational justice as the rule upon which nations sluJI live together in peace and amity upon
the eurth.
So that when we entered this war we entered it in order that we and our children and
our chiltlren's children might fauricate a new and better civili:imtion under better conditions, enjoyin,r liberty of perron, lillf'rty of b<>lief, freedom of speech and freedom as to
our polit1cal iw;titutions. We entered this wnr to remove from ourselves, our children
and our children's chiluren the menace whi<'h threatened to deny us that right.
l want to appeal to you and to all Americana. Never, during the projl;N'88 of this
war, let us for one iustnnt forget the high and holy mission with which we entered it, no
matter what the coqt, no mutter what the kmptntion.
Let w, l,ring out of this war the llal[ of our <'Ountry as untarnished 1\8 it goop in, l!lllDe•
tifie.l and cull8llCratcd to the cst.ul,li.shment of liberty for all men who dwell on tbe face
of the OIU'tb.-Newwn D. Baker, &cre/,arJ/ of War.
·
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YANKEE DOODLE, 1917
The following verses were published in the Providence Journal on March 18, 1917.
President Wilson delivered his war message to Congress on April 2, 1917, and a state
of war with Germany was declared on April 6, 1917.
A foe to freedom seeks by might
To drive us from the sea, sir,
And shall we yield without a fight
The birthright of the free, sir?

He'& sunk our ships, he's held their crews,
Defied u~ hy his acts, sir.
Shall we submit to surh abuse,
Or hold him to the facts, sir?

Yankee doocile, draw your sword,
Yankee doodle dandy,
Yankee doodle, draw your sword,
Yunkee doodl.i dandy.

We've sent him notes, we've warned him, too,
That strict accounts are due, sir,
He'~ torn the note~ and trnaties, too-You bet we'll see it through, sir!

By stealth he creeps beneath the wave
To slaughter all who •ail, sir,
Shall we, whose !athe1s wt>re so brave,
To prove our courage fail, sir?

We'll arm our ships, we'll man our fleet,
We'll rally to the flag, dir;
We'll crush the foe beneath our feet
Who trami,les on our flag, sir.

For Justke we shall take our stand,
And when our cause is right, sir,
We want the world to understand,
We're not too proud to fight, air.-Cha~les Carroll.

DEMOCRACY AWAKE

It was the policy of those who plotted and made ready for the time to accomplish
the desire of the German rulers, to lull into false security the great nations which they
intended to subdue, so that when the storm broke they would be unprepared. How
well they succeeded you know. But demo<.'racy no longer sleeps. It is fully awake to
the menace which threatens it. The American people, trustful and friendly, were reluctant to believe that Imperialism again threatened the peace and liberty of the world.
Conviction came to them at last and with it prompt action. The American nation
arrayed itself with the other great democracies of the earth against the genius of evil
which broods over the destinies of Central Europe.
No thought of material gain and no thought of material loss impelled this a<.'tion.
Inspired by the highest motives, Amerir,an manhood prepared to risk all £or the right.
I am proud of my country. I am proud of my countrymen. I am proud of our national
character. With lofty purpose, with patriotic fen•or. with intense earnestness the
American democracy has drawn the sword, whirh it will not sheath until the baneful
forces of Absolutism go down defeated and brqken.
My friends, I am firmly convinced that the independence of no nation is safe, that
the liberty of no individual is sure, until the military despotism, wbif'h holds the German
people in the hollow of its hand, has been made impotent and harml~ss forever. Appeals to justice, to moral obligation, to honor, no longer avail with such a power. There
is but one way to restore peace to the world and that is by overcoming the physical
might of German Imperialism by force of arms.
For its own safety WI well as for the cause of human liberty this great Republic is
marshaling its armies and preparing with all its vigor to aid in ridding Germany, as
well as the world, of the most ambitious and most unprincipled autocracy which has
arisen to stay the wheels of progress and imperil Chri.~tian civilization.
-Robert Lansing, Secrei,ary of Stau.
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WHY WE ARE AT WAR

And so we came into this war for ourselv<!<i. It is a war to save America-to preserve
self-respect, to justify OW" right t,o Jive as we have lived, not as ~ome one else wishes us
tc Live In the name of freedom we challenge with ships and men, money, and an undaunted spirit, that word "Verboten" which Germany has written upon the sea. and
upon the la.nd. For America. is not the name of ~o much territory. It is a living spirit,
born in travail, grown in the rou~ school of bitter experiencc-s, a living spirit which has
purpose and pride, and conscic-ncc-knows why it wishes to live and to what end, k.nows
how it cornea to be respected of the world, and hopes to retain that respect by living on
with the light of Lincoln's love of man as its Old and Kew Testament. lt is more precious that this America should live than that we Americans should live. And this
America, as we now see, has bl'en challenged from the first of this war by the strong
arm of a power that has no sympathy with our purpose and will not hesitate to destroy
us if the law that we respect, the rights that arc to us sacred, or the spirit that we have,
stand across her set will to make this world bow before her policies, backed by her organized 8J}d scientific military system. We fight GermanyBecause of Belgium-invaded, outraged, en!-<laved, impoverished Belgium. We can
not forget Liege, Louvain, and Cardinal Mercier. Translated into terms of American
history, these names stand for Bunker Bill, Lexington, and Patrick Henry.
Because of France-invaded, desecrated France, a million of whose heroic sons have
died to save the la.nd of Lafayette. Glorious golden France, the preserver of the arts,
the land of noble spirit-the first land to follow our lead into republican liberty.
Because of England-from whom came the laws, traditions, standards of life, and inherent love of liberty which we cull Anglo-Saxon civilization. We defeated her once upon
the land and once upon the sea. But Australia, Kew Zea.land, Africa, and Canada are free
because of what we did. And they are with us in the fight for the freedom of the seas.
Because of Russia-New Russia. She must not be overwhelmed now. Not now,
sUiely, when she is just born into freedom. Iler peasants must have their chance; they
inust go to school to Washington, to Jefferson, and to Linroln until they know their
way about in this new, strange world of government by the popular will.
Because of other peoples, with their rising hope that the world may be freed from
government by the soldier.
We are fighting Germany because she sought to terrorize us and then to fool ua. We
could not believe that Germany would do what she sai<l she would do upon the seas.
We still hear the piteous cries of children coming up out of the sea where the Lusitania went down. And Germany has never asked forgiveness of the world.
We saw the Sussex sunk, crowded with the sons and daughters of neutral nations.
We saw ship after ship sent to the bottom-ships of mercy bound out of America
for the Belgian starving; ships carrying the Red Cros.<l and laden with the wounded of
all nations; ships carrying food and clothing to friendly, harmless, terrorized people;
ships flying the Stars and Stripes-sent to the bottom hundreds of miles from ~bore,
manned by American seamen, murdered agaiu~t all law, without warning.
We believed Germany's promise that she would respect the neutral flag and the rights
of neutrals, and we held our anger and outrage in check. But now we see that she was
holding us off with fair promises until she could build her huge fleet of submarines. For
when spring came she blew her promise into the air, just as at the beginning she bad
torn up that "scrap of paper." Then we MW dearly that there was but one law for
Germany-her will to rule.
We are fiiroting Germany because she violated OW" confidence. Paid German spies
filled our cities. Officials of her Government, received as the guests of this Kation, lived
with us to bribe and terrorize, defying OW" law and the law of nations.
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We are fighting Germany because while we were yet her friends-the only great
power that still held hand~ off-she sent tbP Zimmermann note, calling to her aid Mexico,
our southern nPighbor, and hoping to lure Japan, our western neighbor, into war against
this Nation of peace.
The nation that would do these things proclaims the gospel that government has no
conscience. And this doctrine can not live, or else democracy must die. For the na•
tion.q of the world must keep faith. There can be no living for us in a world "·here the
state ha.q no conscience, no reverence for the thin~ of the spirit, no respect for interna•
tional law, no mercy for those who fall before its force. What 11.n unordered world!
Anarchy! ThP anarchy of rival wolf packs!
We are fighting Germany because in this war feudalism is making its last stand
against on-coming democracy. We see it now. This is a war against an old spirit, an
ancient, outworn spirit. It is a war against feudaljsm-the right of the castle on the
hill to rule the villa1?;e below. It is a war for democracy-the right of all to be their
own masters. Let Germany be feudal if she will, but she must not spread her system
over the world that has outgrown it. Feudalism plus science, thirteenth century plus
twentieth-this is the religion of the mistaken Germany that has linked itself with the
Turk; that has, too, adopted the method of Mahomet. "The state has no conscience."
"The state can do no wrong." With the spirit of the fanatic she believes this gospel
and that it is her duty to sprE.'ad it by force. With poison gas that makes living a hell,
with submarines that sneak through the seas to slyly murder noncombatants, with
dirigibles that bombard men and women while they sleep, with a perfected system of
terrorization that the modern world first heard of when German troops entered China,
German feudalism is making war upon mo.nkind. LPt this old spirit of evil have its
way and no man will live in America without paying toll to it in manhood and in money.
This spirit might demand Canada from a defE.'ated, nan less England, and thE.'n our
dream of peace on the north would be at an end. We would livE.', as France has lived
for 40 years, in haunting terror.
America speaks for the world in fighting Germany. Mark on a map those countries
which are Germany's allies and you will mark but four, running from the Baltic through
Austria and Bulgaria to Turkey. All the other nations the whole globe around are in
arms against her or are unable to move. There is deep meaning in this. We fight with
the world for an honest world in which nations keep their word, for a world in which
nations do not live by swagger or by threat, for a world in which men think of the ways
in which they can conquer the common cruelties of nature instead of inventing more
horrible cruelties to inflict upon the spirit and body of man, for a "·orld in which the
ambition or the philosophy of a few shall not make miiserahle all mankind, for a world
in which the man is held more precious than the ma<'hine, the syi,tem, or the state.
-Franklin K. Lane, Secretary of the lrueri.or.
We <'!aim to be the 1Ut?atest democratic people in the world, and demo<'racy means,
first of all, that we can govern ourselves. If our men have not self-<'ontrol then they are
not capable of that ,rreat thing which we call democratic governmE.'nt. A man who
takes the law into his hands is not the right man to co-operate in any form or development of law and institution.-President Wilson.

r;e have entered into the strug~e with a clean conscience, SE.'eking no territorial or
financial gain, but the peace of the world, the liberty of its people nnd the security of
l\ll ne.tions."--Cardinal Gibbons.
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A SCRAP,OF_PAPER
("Will you go to war ju8t for a s~rap of paper?"-Question of the German Chancellor to
the British Amhnssndor, August 5, 1914.)

A mocking question I Britain's answer came
Swift as the light and searching as the flame.
"Yes, for a srrap of paper we will fight
Till our last breath, and God defend the right!
"A scrap of paper where a name is set
Is strong as duty's pledge and honor's debt.
"A scrap of paper holds for man and wife
The sacrament of love, and bond of life.
"A scrap of paper may be Holy Writ
With God's eternal word to hallow it.
"A scrap of paper binds us both to stand
Defenders of a neutral neighbor land.
"By God, by faith, by honor, yes! We fight
To keep our name upon that paper white."- llenry Van Dyke.
WAR FOR PEACE

We must remember that we entered the war for peace, and we are offering a ~at
sarrifice for a new world order. We believed that we could not 11:et it by chiding Europe
and refusinl!" to do our part now, for Europe needed the assistanre of an external power
disinterested and high-hearted. We may remember that we have covered a continent
almost as large as the whole of Europe with self-governing Commonwealths. We may
remember the unselfish side of the Monroe doctrine whirh we try to live up to as embodying a belief that nations may live their own lives; and we can call attention to
Mexico, whirh we have allowed to wallow in revolutions and destroy American lives
and property because we believe that only by trial can nations rise and that every nation
is entitled to its own undisturbed revolution if there is hope for the struggling masses.
And withal we m~t strive to save our own rel\l selves, our own essential character; for
what would it profit us if we fought the whole world and lost ourselves? We now know,
if never before. that war is horrible and demoniacally ridirulous; that peaceful relations
between nations have been endangered by intrigue, greed, false pride, covetousnf'SS, and
suspicion; that big armies do not make for peace, but beget arrogance; that human misconduct and discourtesy may make enemies, and that nothing is more vitiating than
unmanly envy or fear of a pro~perous neighbor: that democracy must be the basis of a
sound political system, but it must he real, conscientious, intelligent, and open-minded,
or we may plunge into cataclysmic anarchy. '\Ye may all take courage in remembering
that the President of the United States has led us reluctantly and with unwilling feet
int-0 a war which we believe will help to establish democracy, humanity, and a sense of
national duty without profit.-Andrew C. McLaughlin.
Let us understand once for all that this is no war to establish an abstract prinf'iple
of right. It is a war in which the future of the United States is at stake. If any among
you have the idra that we are fighting others' battles and not our own, the l'-OOner he
gets away from that idea the better it will be for him, the better it will be for all of w,.
-Rebert.Lansing, Secretary of Stau.
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BATILE HYMN OF THE REPUBLIC
Allegretto.
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SHIP OF DEMOCRACY
(From Dartmouth Commencement. Poem, 1872)

A.a a strong bird on pinions free,
Joyous, the amplest spaces heavenward cleaving,
One song, Americn, before I go,
I'd sing, o'er all the rest, with trumpet sound,
For thee, the Future.

Sail-sail thy best, Ship of Democracy!
Of value is thy freight-'tis not the Present only,
The Past is also stored in thee!
Tbou boldest not the venture of thyself aloneXot of thy western continent alone:
Earth's r,~sum6 entire floats on thy keel, 0 ShipIs steadied by thy sparl:!.
With thee Time voyages in trust,
The antecedent nations sink or swim with thee;
With all their ancient struggles, martyrs, heroes, epics, wars,
Thou bears't the other continents;
Theirs, theirs as much as thine, the destination-port triumphant,
Steer, steer with good strong hand and wary eye,0 helmsman-thou cnrryest great companions,
Venerable, priestly Asia sails this day with thee,
And royal, feudal Europe sails with thee.-WaU Whilma,;.
The White House, Washington.
To the Soldiers of the National Army: You are undertaking a great duty. The heart
of the whole country is with you. Everything that you do will be watched with the
deepest interest and with the deepest solicitude not only by those who are near and
dear to you, but by the whole Nation besides. For this great war draws us all together,
makes us all comrades and brothers, as all true Americans felt themselves to be when
we first made good our National independence.
The eyes of all the world will be upon you, because you are in some special sense the
soldiers of freedom. Let it be your pride, therefore, to show all men, everywhere, not
only what good soldiers you are, but also what good men you are, keeping yourselves
fit and straight in everything and pure and clean through and through.
Let us set for oursdves a st:rndard so high that it will he a glory to Jive up lo it, an<l
then let us live up to it and add a new laurel to the crown of America. My affectionate
confidence goes with you in every battle and every test. God keep and guide you!
Sept. 3, 1917.
Woodrow Wu.son.
Our country is not a mere concourse of persons or of families inhabiting the same
soil, having amongst themselves relations . . . of business, of neighborhood, of a community of memories, happy or unhappy. Not so; it is an associate of living souls subject to a social organization to be defended and safeguarded at all costs, even the cost
of blood, under the leadership of those presiding over its fortunes. And it is because of
this general spirit that the people of a country live a common life in the present, through
the past, through the aspirations, the hopes, the confidence in a life to come, which
they share together. . .
And the religion of Christ makes of patriotism a positive
law; there is no perfect Christian who is not also a perfect patriot.-Cardinal Mercier.
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"A nation of trndcrs ··'
We'll show what we are,
Freedom's crusaders
Who war against war.-KaJhan'ne Lee /Jates.
In America ull men arc civilly and politically equnJ; all have the snme righls; all
wield the same arm of defense and or conqn1JSt-·the sufTrai;:e; and the role conditio11
of rights and of power is simple manhood .
. . . The divine gift of liberty is Uod's recognition of mun's greatness and ma11',
dijlllity. In liberty lie the sweetness of life and the power of growth. The loss or liberty
is the loss of light and sunshine, the loss or life's l,c.,t portion. Under the spell of h<'Jl\'enly memories, humanity uever ha,; ceased to dream of liberty, and to aspire to i1s
posscs.~ion. :i'low and then, here and there, liberty had for a moment caressed humunity·~
brow. Dut not until the HepuLlic of the West wa.s born, not until the Star-Spnngl<'d
Banner rose toward the skies, was liLerty caught up in humanity's cmhrace and en.bodied in a great and abiding nation.-J1rchbi~/iop lrelimd.
It is an empty and deadly dream for democracies to imagine they can live under
purl.'ly ideal conditions and that they nrc threntcncd by no evil or perverse powers. Jf
the democracies do not arm themselves for their defense; if they do not po:;:;ess free men
ready to seize the sword, not for conquest, but for the dcfon;e of their native hrnd:
sooner or later the imperial eagle will ~woop down on them at an hour whtm it will be too
late to organize resistance.-h'ene Vivforii, Ambas.qador of France, Chicago, l\Iay 4, 1917.
All experience of human nature teachl.'S us the fact, that men who possess a superiorit)',
real or imaginary, over their fellow creatures will abuse the advantages they enjoy.L<rrd Chief Justice Russell.
Democracy means not "I'm as good as you are," but "You're as good as I nm."1'heod<rre Parker.
The old flag is a-doin' of her very level best,
She's a rainbow roun' the country from the rosy east to the west;
An' the eagle's in the elements with sunshine on bis breast,
An' we're marchin' with tbe country in the mornin' I
We're marchin' to the music that is ringin' far and nigh;
You can hear the hallelujahs as the regiments go by;
We'll live for this old country, or for freedom's cause we'll di<"We're marchin' with the country in the mornin'I
-Prank L. Stanl07l in "Journal of Education "

Despotism cannot live side by side with liberty. Neither can liberty endure in company with despotism. Every despot knows this. Every free man ought to know it.
lt is because the free peoples of the world have failed to see the danger to their own
liberties in the growth of despotism that we are in this war to-day .-Outk>ok.
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TO ARMS!
(Tune: Maryland, My Murylnnd)
To arms, Columbia, nor let
One drop of patriot blood grow pale,
Meet like with like till from the earth
And sea shall die war's final wail l
Thy ancient traits, Oh, ne'er forget
While Dunker llill's great shaft shall rise,
And Revolutions lift mankind
Up sloping darkness to the skies!
To arms, Columbia, to arms!
Save all that's dear from flaming l\fars,
Spare Eurth's young manhood to fulfill
Fond Dreams beneath the solemn ::;tars;
Make this outrageous war so vast
No tyrant from it shall emerge,
The Age.~ call! Columbia, heed,
Stay not at peace to sing thy dirge!
Thou lovest peace, but Peace herself
Is buffete<l by ruffian wars,
'Tis thine to interpose pr else
Yield up the glory of thy star>1!
Oh, wrest her beauty from vile hands'Tis she that now implorcth theeAnd for her future is our cry:
To arms, to arms, Columbia!
Thy children lie beneath the sea
Or moulder now in foreign dust,
We shrink to draw the fateful sword
But duty calls us and we must;
'Tis Armageddon, and who fails
Ilis arm will wither by his side, ·
Great World, awake and save thyself
For Earth and Heaven are defied!
By Washington's all dauntless name,
And Patrick Henry's feurless call,
By Jellerson's undying fame
And Liberty God meant for all,
To arms, Columbia, to arms!
The weeping world now turns to thee,
In Great Jehovah's name arise,
To arms, to arms, Columbial-John F. H=rd.
The greatest Confederate commander in the Civil War, General Robert E. Lee, said:
''Duty is the sublimest word in the English language." General William T. Sherman,
who led his victorious army from Atlnnta to the sea, said: "\Yar is hell." I agree with
both General Lee and General Sherman, and I say that the man or the nation which
will not face hell when duty calls is worthless.-Captain Ge()Tge N. Bliss.
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3 Let music swell the bree1.e,
And ring from all the trees
Sweet Freedom's song I
Let mortal tongues awake;
Let all that breathe partake;
I .et rocks their silence breakThe sound proloni::- !
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.\ Our fathers' God! to Thee,
Author of liberty,
To Thee we sing.
Long may our land he bright
With Freedom's holy light;
Protect us by Thy might,
Great God. our King!
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6 Thy sil\'t:r Eastern strands.
Thy Golden Gate that stands
Fronting the \Vest;
Thy flower) Southland fair,
Thy sweet and crystal air0 Land beyond compare,
Thee I love best!
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VI. THE PUBLIC SCHOOL AND THE WAR
The war has been charocterizcd as a war of peoples, in distinction from a wnr between governments conducted by military clo8.$CS. Certninly ovcry man, woman and
child is seriously affected by the wnr and has great inteffl'ts at slake in its outcome.
\Ye realize thnt making war successfully is not confined to battlefields, that it includes
the loyal activities of everybody exerted to make our nation strong for military operations, and that it requirl's the ready sacrifice and devotcd effort of old and young to be
rendered for the sake of our common country. It follows, then, that a civic orizuoizatioo so great as our public school system, with its six hundred thousnnd teachers and
twenty million pupils, must bcnr an important part in our new war for dcmorracv. The
flog is cnlliog for the enlistment of everybody for the war, and nowhere has there been
quicker response than from the teachers and pupils of Rhode Island schools. Already
our school citizens hn\·e rendered important service and will find new ways of serving
their country. They will keep our schools f1E:o from disloyalty and rally to the flag at
every call. Below arc given activities in which the teachers and the boys and girls of
our srhools have been or are ~ognged. The selections that follow will sup:gest to many
r.ew opportunities to help the common cause of our country and the world.
Mobilizatiou or pupils for funn uud shop work.
FooJ pro<lu, lion and Mn•cn·atiun.
Teachers' assbtnnce in 11rmy registration.
War <'~nsua for Rhode lrilund.
Cll'ricnl assislunce in State war a,•rvice.
Servic,• of nRtlonal govl'rnmcnt.
Salc or Lihcrty Bonds.
Food <'On8"rvntion ctunpnign.
Contributions for war rarup acrvire.

R<'<l Croes work.
Red Cros,, tnPmbel'llhip cami,aign
Sales of R1•d Cross Chriotmw, seal~.
Red CtoSI! .Junior m<'mbership.
Tcnrhers' instruction of anny r<'gi.qtrunt•.
School iustru~tion for government srrvif'<•.
Emergency Agricultural Surv,•y.
Wnr Saving~ Ccrtifkntca :iru.l Thrift Stumps.
.Fuel conservation in campaign.

OUR SCHOOL BOYS IN FRANCE
They have takPn thPir youth 11Dd mirth away from the study and playing-ground
To a new M·hool in un alien land bcneuth nn alien sky;
Out in the smoke and roar of tbe fight their lcAAOns and games are found,
And they who were learning how to live are learning how to die.-Jv11c~ Killl,er.
BOYS' WORKING RESERVE AND THE WAR
Every hoy in al'tiv,· productive servic•· in the united Statr, will oppose a similar

working boy in Gcrmany.-lfrrberl C. lloover.
Gunpowder will never win a war unless the soldiers have something to cut. Any
man or boy who helps to grow and har\'cst a crop wlulc the war is on, is helping the
I nited ~tatcs in its big job of feeding the world.-Georyc Ade.
To give to tho young men between the age;; of sixteen and twenty-one the privilege
of spending their spare time in productive enterprise without interrupting their studie.,
at school, wbilr their older brothers arc battling in the trenches nnd on the seas, must
greatly incrcn.~c the mcnns of providing for the forces nt the front and the maintcnnnce
of those who.sc servicc:1 arc net'<lcd here. . . . I call upon the able-bodied boy:i of thl'
land to turn in hosts to the farms nnd make certuil,l thnt no pains and no labor is lacking
in this great matter.-l're«ide11t Wilso11.
Thousands of enlisted and selected men have gone to the training camps. It may be
that thousands more will go 11rxt year. These men are being culled from factories and
work-shops on<l farm:i. Every factory and every farDI must continue production if
we are to render full service to our faithful allies during the war. Bow can we fill the
places of the young men who have gone away to fight'/ \Ve must rely upon the boys
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who are old enough and husky enough to work, but who aTe still too young for ruihtary
service. . . . So here is a trumpet call for all city boys and town boys between the
ages of 16 and 21. Prove your patriotism and help your country by jumping in and
doing the work of a soldier who has gone to the front.
Jf your big brother can
dip; trenche.q suTely you can plow corn.-<JeQl'ge Ade.
WAR THRIFT
Teachers and pupils 111'0 1·euunded of the supreme importnnce of saving as an activity
helpful in the conduct of the war. Besides the buying of Liberty Bonds, war savings
certificates and thrift stamps offer an opportunity to everybody to help the United
States to finance the wur. How boys and girls may do their share is told in the followin,:i; letter written by the Secretary of the Treasury:
'l'o Y ouuy A 111erica: We are in tho greatest war o[ tho wurld's his Lory and we must
win this war. We can and we shall win, if the boys and girls of America say so, and
mean it, and feel it, and live it, as the boys and girls of '76 lived and felt and helped.
The Nation needs that sort of boys and girls to-day. Not to beat our drums, nor t-0
load our muskets, but to start a. great work wl1ich must be done. It is the part of boys
and girls to-chiy to give nn example of self-denial and sacrifice, to tench fathers and
mothers, to teach the grown people of the Nation, that we still have in every young
hea.rt the spirit of '76, when boys led our soldiers into bnttle and girls fought beside
their fathers at the cabin walls. The lesson is "Thrift"- -saving to the point of sacrifice-self-denial of everything unnecessary.
Through s,wing your pennies, nickels, dime,;, quarters, und buyinK thrift stamps
and then war-savings certificates, you will help your country and its ,:i;nllant nrmir8 to
win the war.
I know you will help. - William J . .\1cAdoo, Secretary of the Treasury
RED CROSS WORK
A proclanrntion-The Pre8ident of the United States is al:,o President of the Ameriran
Red Cross. lt is from these offices joined in one that l write you n word of greeting at
this time when so many of you are beginning the school yMr.
The American Red Cro~s ha.s just prepared a j1mior membership with school activities
in which every pupil in the United States can find a. dmuce to serve our country. The
school is the natural centre of your life. Through it you can best work in the great
cause of freedom to which we have all pledged ourselves.
Our Junior Ited Cross will bring to you opportunity of service to your co=unity and
to other communities all over the world and ,:i;uide your service with high and religious
ideals. It will teach you how to save in order that suffering children elsewhere may
have the chance to live. It will teach you how to prepare some of the supplies which
wounded soldiers and homeless families lack. It will send to you through the Red
Cross bulletins of the thrilling stories of relief and rescue. And best of all, more perfectly than through any of your other school lessons, you will learn by doin!( those
kind thingi1 under your teacher's direction to be the future good citizens of this great
country which we all love.
And I commend to all school teachers in the country the simple plan which the American Red Cross has worked out to provide for your cooperation, knowing as I do that
school children will give their best service under the direct guidance and instruction
of their teacher~. ls not this perhnps the chance for which you have been looking to
give your time and efforts in some measure to meet our national needs'/
-Wllodrow Wil801I, President.
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MOBILIZATION OF OUR SCHOOL ARMY
The beginning of the school year witnessed a. mobilization greater and far more important than the mobilization of our troops. The children of the nation have been
called to their educational cantonments to prepare themselves for citizenship and for
war if the future holds no better prospect.
The children who are going to school are preparing themselves just as much for fighting efficiency and are just as much soldier~ in preparation as the conscripts at the Ayer
cantonment or at the other training camps in the country. An ii;(llorant country cannot
fight efficiently. Ignorance is a form of intellectual slavery which takes ha If the military prowess away from the ignorant masses. Consider the military helplessness of
Russia with her 180 millions of illiterates beaten at every turn by Germany with less
than a third her numbers. The Russians are a brave and obstinate race and the Germans are not supermen. The only nation of anything like equal intellectual preparation which has faced Germany in a.n old-fashioned pitched battle is France, and France
defeated Germany at the Marne, which will probably go into history as th'-' most decisive battle of the world's greatest war.
How quietly and smoothly and efficiently the great mobilization of American children proceeded. Without commotion, even without attention, the great army of our
children marched to their numberless cantonments, twenty-four million strong.
They were enrolled, classified, assigned to their quarters, given their equipment and
started upon their preparation with the smoothness of the nicest piece of machinery in
the wide world.
This wonderful work the nation does for itself, in its organized capacity, through its
government. Once it was left to the haphazard,' helter-!lkelter "everybody for himself,
the devil take the hindmost" methods of private operation and a boy or a girl who
could read or write was an object of curiosity.-Selecled.
DISLOYALTY IN OUR SCHOOLS
There can be no doubt of the truth of the charge that disloyalty is being taught iu
American schools. The fine hand of the German propaganda is discernible there as
elsewhere. Germani1.ed teachers are everywhere spreading the doctrines of Potsdam.
German methods of education have been a fetish ·wi.th a large proportion of our instructors of the young. We have had German exchange professorships, the Kaiser haB
established a great Germanic Museum at Cambridge, thousands of our college graduates
have taken post-graduate courses iu Germany, absorbed German ideals and returned
to America to help, consciously or unconsciously, in the insidious German propaganda
with which the whole world ha.q been poisoned. Naturally, our text-books have not
escaped the infection.
We must now purge our college faculties and public school staffs of every German
propagandist. Disloyalty to the United States Government, opposition to its wholehearted participation in the war, hypocritical advocacy of a premature peace, the teaching of seditious doctrines, cannot be tolerated. We must get rid of these traitors along
with the rest. They are doing a particularly threatening work because they are instilling their corruption into the minde of the next generoticn
We are at war with the most un~crupulous political system in history. It is no time
for mild methods in combatting it. Turn the Kaiser's educational lieutenante out!
-Providence Journal.
The State Board of Education has recently :tL!optcd a regulation that no teacher will
hereafter be authorized to teach in any public school of Rhode Island unless he has
p;iven a pledge or oath of loyalty to State and Nation.
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GERMAN IN THE SCHOOLS

We arc not making war against the Gerrn:m l:mguage except when it hecomc.i 11
means or making wnr 1igainst u~. When it is Uij<'d to propagate among our children a
belief in German superiority, to rover German hate, brut:,lity and in~olcnce with the
beauties of German literature, and to undermiDe our cherished ideals of freedom, human
rights and dt>mocrntic civilization by teaching the efJiciency of a social order based on
the divine right of kings, the rule of might, nnJ popular subserviency to a rnling caste,
then tho German lnnguuge becomes n spy in the school and should be treated as a spy.
Disloyalty to Amcric:m democracy must have no place in our schools, especially in
this war of democracy a1,,'!li11.~t autocracy. If the protection of our school~ and country
nitain~t nn insidious German propa~'flnda re<Juires the discontinuance of teaching the
German languaize in our schools, we should not hesitate to sacrifice for a time the benefits of such teaching among the mnny &'lcrificc.i our people are making. This is certainly
not the time for Joyal Americans to give comfort to the enemy hy pleading a German
cause. They have better work to do.-Commission of Public Schools.

IN THE SCHOOLS OF FRANCE

It will inspire the children of Rhode Island .:;chools to know that the mini:ster of
Public In..~truction is.'lucd n proclamation on the occa.~ion of the entry of ,\rncrica into
the wnr, which was read in every srhool in Franco. The Minister directed the teacher
to dcvotr. nn hour on a certain dny to the celebration of this great event, to nuikc known ·
to the children of nil schools the wnr lllCS$nge of President Wilson, and to point out the
moral and civic significance of the tremendous step which had been witne,,sed. The
following extracl.i are t~1ken from the proclnmntion:
"In n burst of brotherly feeling, England, the land of politicnl rights, and Italy, the
land of civil law, ranged themselves on her side (with France), eager to take part in a
strmi;gle which involved the montl life of the European world. . . . America, in its
turn, carried away by an irresbtihlu idealism, has with its entiro fighting ability joined
the cause in favor of which its con~cience and its heart had long taken sides.
"Marvellous reaction of the impulRe ~·hich long ago before the hour of their own delivery, compelled our forefathers to go to the assistt1nce of liberty crying for help across
the waters. The ideal which unfolded the flags of Lafayette nnd Rochamhcnu has not
vani'!hed in the smoke of their victories; in this new world of II rejuvenated humaruty it
has found its natural home. . . .
"The tearhers of our schools will know, I am sure, how to exalt in the hear~ of their
pupils the sentiments of confidence nnd pride which are strengthened by the fraternal
and magnificent action of the 1trci1t Hcpublic of the United Blates."
Can Amerwm teacher, do le.,s than the teachers of France /<1 cclelmue in their schoola
A111,,,.w1's championship a/world democmcy1
The sucress of the Union soldiers in the Civil War was due more to the public schools
of the North, in which they had boon taught, than to any other infiuence.-Ju«ge Bliss.
This country is not going to ab:rndon its schools, simply bccauso we are at war. The fart
tbat we nre at war mnk08 it indeed moro incumbent upon us thnn ever to require our schools
to be rnoro officient than ever. Thu whole QU(l.'!tion of univel'Slll military training is one of
utilfain" our educational system 110 that it will fit the boys who are growing up to be men
to perform effecti,·ely, and with the highest degree of safety to thrmselvea and of honor to
their country, the duty which their country has already laid upon them of protootwg by arm•
their country's institutiona.-Outlook.
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SELECTIONS

"Do not pray for easy lives,
Pray to be stronger men.
Do not pray for tasks equal to your powers,
Pray for strength equal to your tasks.
Then the doing of your work shall be no miracle."-Phillips Brooks.
Ye, Our subjects, be filial to your parents, affectionate to your brothers and sisters;
as husbands and wives be harmonious, as friends true; bear yourselves in modesty and
moderation; extend your benevolence to all; pursue learning and cultivate arts, and
thereby develop intellectual faculties and perfect moral powers; furthermore advance
public good and promote common interest; always respect the Constitution and observe
the laws; should emergency ari~e, offer yourselves courageously to the State.
- Emperor of Japan.
Sometimes one is asked ironically when, forsooth, England became the friend of
America. The answer can be quickly given, and given with absolute historical accuracy. It was when the British Parliament in 1867 passed the second reform bill and
En1dand became a democracy-about two years and a half after the English aristocrats
had fully seen their mistakes during our Civil War and had come to see that the greatest
statesman the nineteenth century had as yet produced was not born in a manor house
on an English countryside, but in a log cabin in Kentucky. Likewise it can probably
be safely said that France became our real friend, a nation with which we could work
with open friendliness, when, with the downfall of Napoleon Ill, the republican institutions of France were finally and firmly established.-Andrew C. McLaughlin.
The future of the Republic depends upon the character of its citizenship. We are
not building permanently unless the youth of the land are made fully acquainted with
the meaning of American citizenship. We m1Lqt give patriotism a vitality which will
find expression in service. We cannot make democracy safe for the world by writing
treaties. The spirit of democracy must be in the minds of the people, and this means
that they must understand the basic principles of democratic government.-Thomaa R.
Marshall, Vice President of the United States.
HENRY TILLINGHAST SISSON

The bronze monument to Colonel Henry Tillinghast Sisson of Little Compton, a
picture of which is shown on the last page of the cover, was erected jointly by the State
of Rhode Island and Providence Plantations and the Commonwealth of Massachusetts
to commemorate the bravery of Colonel Sisson and the Fifth Rhode Island Heavy
Artillery, who on April 13, 1863, raised the siege of Fort Washington, North Carolina,
and relieved the Twenty-seventh and Forty-fifth Regiments of Ma.s.sachusetts Volunteers, who had been surrounded by an overwhelming force of Confederate soldiers under
command of General Magruder. When a force of nearly 5,000 Union soldiers had failed
to break the Confederate lines in an attempt to relieve Fort Washington, Colonel Si~son
asked permisBion to try to run the Confederate batteries on the Tar river and carry aid
by water. His project was at first condemned as foolhardy, but at length he was given
permission, if he could find volunteers. His regiment, the Fifth Rhode Island Heavy
Artillery, volunteered unanimously. The voyage on the river was made in a small
steamboat covered with bales of hay as armor. The steamboat carried the 388 members of tbe regiment,. and ample supplies of food and ammunition to relieve the garrison.
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COL. HENRY TILLINGHAST SISSON
Little Compton, R. I.

